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Abstract
Compressive sensing (CS) is a framework in which one attempts to measure a signal in a compressive
mode, implying that fewer total measurements are required vis-à-vis direct sampling methods. Compressive sensing exploits the fact that the signal of interest is compressible in some basis, and the CS
measurements correspond to projections performed on the basis-function coefficients. In this paper we
demonstrate that when a target is situated in the presence of a complicated background medium, the
frequency-dependent multi-static fields scattered from the target may be measured in a CS manner; these
scattered fields are projected onto the two-way Green’s function of the environment. With knowledge
of the Green’s function, and using a mutual coherence principle, one may invert for the multi-static
scattered fields of the target based on a relatively small number of CS measurements. This is termed in
situ CS, because the medium in which the target is employed is used to constitute the CS projections, via
the medium Green’s function. We develop a hierarchical statistical algorithm to jointly invert multiple in
situ CS measurements performed across a range of frequencies. This framework is demonstrated based
on simulated scattering data. In addition, we examine the “restricted isometry property” associated with
proper CS projections, and discuss how the observed CS data may be used as a sufficient statistic for
a detector or classifier, without the need to know the background Green’s function.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We address the use of compressive sensing (CS) [1]–[5] to perform compressive wavescattering measurements. This paper extends the in situ theory first developed in [6], which only
addressed (one-way) radiation problems, rather than the (two-way) scattering problem considered
here. For simplicity we first consider two-dimensional scattering, as a function of the angle φ, but
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the basic approach is applicable to three-dimensional scattering problems. Assume that the signal
of interest is represented as us (φi , φs , ω), constituting the far-zone fields scattered from a general
target situated in vacuum; us (φi , φs , ω) corresponds to plane-wave excitation at angle φi , with the
scattered fields observed at scattering angle φs , and the measurement is performed at frequency
ω. Such measurements are typically performed by placing source and receiver antennas in the
far zone of the target, and varying the angles φi and φs . Assuming fixed frequency ω, if one
√
√
√
considers m discrete angles φi and m discrete φs , with m an integer, then the discretized
√
√
“image” of data us (φi , φs , ω) constitutes an m × m complex matrix, and an “unwrapped”
representation of this matrix constitutes an m-dimensional complex vector1 us . The scattered
field us at distance ρs from the target center may be expressed as [7]
exp(−jko ρs − jπ/4)
us (φi , φs , ρs , ω) =
4π

r

2π
u(φi , φs , ω)
ko ρs

(1)

where ko = ω/c with c is the speed of light in vacuum. In the discussion that follows the
u(φi , φs , ω), discretized with respect to (φi , φs ) and denoted by the m-dimensional vector u, is
the signal of interest for the CS measurements.
We now assume that the same target is placed in the presence of a complex propagation
medium, characterized by significant multi-path, such as that considered in previous time-reversal
studies [8]–[10]. As a consequence of this multi-path, a single source may constitute a complex
(non-planar) field incident upon the target, and based upon a Fourier analysis of this excitation
field, one may show that the incident field corresponds to a superposition of plane waves incident
upon the target at a continuum of different propagation angles. As detailed below, the diversity
of this effectively multi-plane-wave excitation is dictated by the complexity of the background
medium, with the excitation diversity increasing with multi-path.
The fields that scatter from the target, emanating at different angles φs , propagate through the
same background medium; if that medium is sufficiently complicated, waves emitted at multiple
angles φs make their way to a given receiver position. These properties of the excitation and
scattered fields are depicted schematically in Figure 1.
As demonstrated explicitly in Section III, fixed source location ρe and receiver location ρo
1
Most CS theory has been applied to real signals, but in [4] it is noted that much of the theory transfer directly to complex
signals, with small changes in the asymptotic performance constants. Therefore, because most scattering signals are complex,
below we consider complex signals when discussing CS.
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yield a scattering measurement observed at ρo that corresponds to a linear combination of the
components of u. The weights on this linear relationship are defined by the plane waves induced
in the presence of the target by the source at ρe (these weight with respect to the discrete angle
φi ), and the scattered plane waves observed by the receiver at ρo (these yielding weights with
respect to the discrete angle φs ). If n different combinations of ρe and ρo are considered, then
these measurements define the n-dimensional complex vector of measurements v (which will be
shown, under appropriate conditions, to satisfy the requirements of CS measurements).

Fig. 1. Depiction of the principal cone of rays contributing to the target excitation by the source (left), and received at the
observation point (right). This figure is notional, since in reality not an explicit cone of rays will contribute for either the source
or receiver, but rather there will be a weighted continuum of contributing angles, with these corresponding to associated plane
waves.

Assume that each u of interest may be expressed as u = Ψθ, where Ψ is an m × m matrix
with columns corresponding to an orthonormal basis; further, we assume θ is nearly sparse,
in the sense that most of its components are either zero or negligibly small. In the scattering
problem projections are manifested on u by the medium two-way Green’s function. In [6] it
was demonstrated that appropriately selected sensor positions for radiation measurements satisfy
the requirements of orthogonal projections, and therefore using ideas from [11] the projections
constituted by the wave physics are appropriate for CS. We here extend these ideas to (twoway) scattering measurements, and demonstrate that one may recover the multi-static scattering
properties of a general target based on n  m in situ CS scattering measurements.
A limitation of this procedure is the requirement of knowledge of the projection vectors,
which implies accurate knowledge of the Green’s function. Based on the restricted isometry
property (RIP) [5], [12], a properly designed Φ matrix yields compressive measurements that
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are restrictively orthonormal. We demonstrate here how this concept may be used to develop
detectors and classifiers based directly on the compressive measurements, without requiring
explicit knowledge of the Green’s function. These algorithms are based on recent developments
in kernel-based algorithms, employing Euclidian distances of the observed data [13]. Since the
algorithms are based exclusively on Euclidean distances between the signals of interest, and
because RIP implies that Euclidean distances are approximately preserved, the CS measurements
here play the role of a “sufficient statistic”. Related ideas for employing compressive sensing in
classification applications are discussed in [14], [15].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review key properties
of CS of interest to the problem considered here, specifically mutual coherence and the RIP.
In Section III we extend in situ CS to scattering measurements, addressing scattering of a
target embedded in a complex propagation medium; we demonstrate that the scattered fields
observed at one point, due to a source at another point, may be interpreted in the form of a CS
measurement. It is demonstrated that the requirements of orthogonal projections are satisfied (at
least approximately). It is then discussed in Section IV that RIP plays an important practical
role, in that classifiers may be designed based on the in situ CS measurements, without explicit
need for the associated medium Green’s function. Applications of this framework are presented
in Section V, and conclusions are discussed in Section VI.
II. R EVIEW OF R ELEVANT CS T HEORY
A. Orthogonal projections and mutual coherence
Consider a complex m × 1 vector u, that is compressible in the basis Ψ, with the columns
of Ψ denoting orthonormal vectors that define the basis. One may therefore write u = Ψθ,
where θ is a nearly sparse2 m × 1 vector in the sense that most of its coefficients may be set
to zero, with minimal effect on the representation of u; i.e., if θN represents θ with the m − N
smallest-amplitude coefficients set to zero (N  m), then the approximation ũ = ΨθN is a
good representation of u, in the sense that ku − ũk22 /kuk22 is negligibly small. This property has
motivated many transform-coding algorithms (in such approaches one first takes an orthonormal
transform of the data, and subsequently encodes the transform coefficients, effectively setting
2

A sparse vector has a large fraction of components that are exactly zero.
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the small coefficients to zero [16]–[18]). In compressive sensing rather than first measuring u
and then performing transform coding, we perform projection measurements of u. Specifically,
let Σ represent an n × m matrix (n < m), and instead of measuring the m-dimensional signal
u we measure the n-dimensional signal v = Σu = ΣΨθ = Φθ. It has been demonstrated that
when θ is sparse there are conditions under which Φ may be constructed which guarantee that
for sufficiently large n (often for n  m) one may recover θ exactly using a `1 regularized
inversion [1]–[3], [5], [12]. Specifically, the convex optimization

min kxk`1 ,

x∈C m

Φx = v

(2)

yields an exact solution for θ under appropriate conditions on Φ, assuming θ is sparse [5], and it
yields a good approximation to θ [19] when a large fraction of the coefficients in θ are negligibly
small (the small coefficients may be viewed as additive noise in the presence of a truly sparse
θ). It has been demonstrated that if the components of Σ (and, implicitly, Φ = ΣΨ for fixed Ψ)
are drawn i.i.d. from a Gaussian distribution, then with “overwhelming” probability [3], [5] Φ
will satisfy the requirements for a CS matrix (discussed further in Section II-B).
While randomly constituted projection vectors may be designed as discussed above, they
have problems when considering practical implementations. For example, many physical sensing
systems cannot easily implement such projections (the in situ CS framework presented here is
one such physical CS system). This has motivated new work by Candès and Romberg [11].
Specifically, for the m-dimensional sparse signal of interest θ they consider an orthogonal basis
B, with B H B = mI, where I is the m × m identity matrix (Candès and Romberg [11] chose not
to consider a normalized basis for reasons that become apparent below). The basis B may be
represented as B = ΥΨ for orthogonal matrix Υ and with Ψ representing the same sparseness
promoting basis as above; an m × 1 complex measurement vector y is constituted as

y = Bθ = ΥΨθ = Υu

(3)

which is of the same form as for the random projections considered above, but we use the
distinct B to underscore that above Φ was constituted via draws from an underlying random
variable, while B is the product of two bases (Υ and Ψ); B is also a square m × m matrix,
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where Φ is an n × m matrix, typically with n  m.
Candès and Romberg [11] have demonstrated that if one randomly selects to measure n
elements from the vector y, this now constituting the n × 1 compressive-sensing measurement
v, and n is sufficiently large, with overwhelming probability one may recover the underlying
signal u using the same class of inversion algorithms as in (2). A proportionality constant on
the required n is

µ(B) = max |Bik |
i,k

(4)

As discussed by Candès and Romberg, the form of µ(B) has important implications for the
desired choice of the basis Υ. Specifically, to minimize µ(B), and hence minimize the number
of compressive sensing measurements n, the measurement vectors (rows of Υ) must be “spread
out” in the Ψ domain [11]. For this reason µ(B) is often referred to as the mutual coherence
and the goal is to design Υ such that µ(B) is O(1).
B. Restricted isometry property
An important property of a proper CS projection matrix is the restricted isometry property
(RIP), which is connected to the “restricted orthonormality hypothesis” [5]. The discussion that
follows assumes that θ is exactly sparse (a large fraction of the coefficients in θ are exactly
zero), although this has been generalized to the case of approximately sparse θ [19], in which
the small coefficients may be viewed as additive noise). Moreover, while the original theory
has been presented primarily for real signals [5], [19], we generalize the discussion to complex
signals, recognizing that the first application of CS was indeed for complex signals [2], and the
complex-signal results are related to their real counterparts, with modified constants (the robust
uncertainty principles upon which the below theory is directly related was developed originally
for complex signals [2]).
Consider the complex n × m matrix Φ, with n < m. Let T ⊂ J be a set of indices, where
the set J = {1, 2, ..., m} indexes all columns of Φ; T identifies an indexed subset of columns
in Φ, and ΦT represents the submatrix Φ for which only these columns are retained. Consider
P
ΦT c = j∈T cj fj , where fj represents the jth column of Φ, and the cj are arbitrary complex
numbers. Candès and Tao [5] define the S-restricted isometry constants δS to be the smallest
6

quantity such that ΦT obeys
(1 − δS )kck2 ≤ kΦT ck2 ≤ (1 + δS )kck2

(5)

for all subsets T ⊂ J of cardinality |T | ≤ S and all complex coefficients {cj }j∈T . Similarly,
they consider S, S 0 -restricted orthogonality for S + S 0 ≤ m, defined by the smallest quantity
δS+S 0 such that
| < ΦT c, ΦT 0 c0 > | ≤ δS+S 0 kckkc0 k

(6)

holds for all disjoint sets T , T 0 ⊆ J of cardinality |T | ≤ S and |T 0 | ≤ S 0 ; all norms in (5)
and (6) are `2 . As discussed by Candès and Tao [5], the numbers δS and δS+S 0 measure how
close the columns of Φ behave like an orthonormal system, but only when restricting attention
to sparse linear combinations involving no more than S columns of Φ. The main result in [5]
is that if δS is sufficiently small, Φ satisfies a “restricted orthonormality hypothesis”; under
these conditions, if θ is S-sparse (no more than S non-zero components), then based on the
compressive measurements v = Φθ one may recover θ exactly via a linear program of the form
√
in (2). For the case of real Φ and c the RIP is satisfied when δ2S < 2 − 1 [20], and we note that
δS < δ2S . Importantly, the construction of Φ discussed in Section II-A satisfies the requirements
of RIP with large probability if n ≥ C · S · (log m)4 [4], [21].
If Φ satisfies RIP and the associated “restricted orthonormality hypothesis” for sparse θ, in
addition to being able to recover θ exactly via (2) if Φ is known, Euclidean distances in θ space
are approximately preserved in the projection space v = Φθ. This suggests that if one wished
to design an algorithm based on Euclidean distances in θ space, one may learn/train such an
algorithm in the space of projections v, without having to explicitly perform an inversion of the
form in (2). This is particularly important for in situ CS, since the matrix Φ may not always
be readily available; in this sense one may view the compressive measurements v as a sufficient
statistic for algorithms based on Euclidean distances.
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III. In situ CS: S CATTERING F ROM TARGET E MBEDDED IN C OMPLEX M EDIUM
A. Excitation fields
We consider two-dimensional scattering to simplifying notation, although the basic construct
extends naturally to three-dimensional problems. We desire the signal us (φi , φs , ρs , ω), which
represents the scattered fields of a target situated in vacuum, with the measurements performed at
angular frequency ω, due to a plane wave incident at angle φi , with the scattered fields observed
at angle φs (see Figure 2). The scattered fields are assumed to be observed in the far zone, at
an arbitrary (large) range ρs .
Concerning notation, u(φi , φs , ω) represents a complex and continuous function of (φi , φs , ω);
when this function is discretized with respect to (φi , φs , ω) the corresponding complex vector is
represented as u. Similar notation is employed for the vector of complex CS measurements v.
As represented in (1), u(φi , φs , ω) corresponds to the Fourier transform of the currents induced
on the target of interest, with φs representing the spectral angle and φi the plane-wave angle of
incidence.

Fig. 2.

Schematic of a general target situated in vacuum, excited by a plane wave.

Rather than performing a scattering analysis in vacuum, we assume that the target is surrounded
by a complex propagation medium. The objective is to exploit the multipath introduced by such
an environment to approximate u(φi , φs , ω) based on a relatively small number of measurements
performed in the presence of the heterogeneities, using ideas from compressive sensing.
In the discussion that follows we assume the aforementioned excitation is a line current,
for analytical simplicity, but the formulation generalizes to arbitrary two-dimensional sources.
In addressing the excitation fields, we consider the source radiating in the presence of the
heterogeneous medium, but with the target absent. Specifically, as depicted in Figure 4, assume
8

Fig. 3. Schematic of the target in Figure 2 now situated in the presence of a heterogeneous medium. The immediate vicinity
of the target is surrounded by vacuum.

Fig. 4.

Location of a line source positioned at ρe , with the scattered fields observed at ρo .

that a contiguous vacuum pocket is surrounded by a heterogeneous propagation environment,
and that a line-source excitation is positioned at arbitrary point ρe outside the vacuum. As a
consequence of the complicated propagation environment, the fields within the vacuum arrive at
a wide range of angles (typically a continuum of angles). Assuming that the source is operating
at frequency ω, let g(ρ, ρe ; ω) represent the fields at arbitrary position ρ within the vacuum
pocket (the coordinate-system origin is at the center of the vacuum); since the source at ρe is a
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line source, g(ρ, ρe ; ω) represents the associated two-dimensional Green’s function.

Fig. 5.

Depiction of coordinates on window function w(ρ, ρt , ρh ).

We introduce a window function w(ρ, ρt , ρh ), with w(|ρ| ≤ ρt , ρt , ρh ) = 1, w(|ρ| ≥ ρh , ρt , ρh ) =
0, and for ρt ≤ |ρ| ≤ ρh the function w(ρ, ρt , ρh ) tapers to zero in an arbitrary smooth
manner (see Figure 5). The windowed version of the fields within the vacuum are represented
as gw (ρ, ρe ; ω) = g(ρ, ρe ; ω)w(ρ, ρt , ρh ).
The two-dimensional Fourier transform of the windowed fields is defined as
Z
ĝw (ϕ, ρe ; ω) =

∞

Z

0

2π

dφ ρ gw (ρ, φ, ρe ; ω)exp[jko ρcos(φ − ϕ)]

dρ

(7)

0

with ko = ω/c, c is the wave speed in vacuum, ϕ represents the angle of the spectral component,
and the range-angle pair (ρ, φ) define the vector ρ. Physically, ĝw (ϕ, ρe ; ω) represents the
amplitude of a plane wave at frequency ω = ko c propagating in the direction ϕ, due to the source
at ρe , and therefore this is the amplitude of the respective plane-wave component associated with
the windowed fields gw (ρ, ρe ; ω). The frequency ω and source position ρe are assumed fixed,
and therefore ĝw (ϕ, ρe ; ω) is a function of the spectral angle (plane-wave propagation direction)
ϕ.
10

Note that for a fixed source, through exploitation of the complex propagation medium, one
may effectively constitute excitation plane waves propagating at a continuum of angles in the
region within which the target will reside; by contrast, in the absence of the heterogeneity a
single propagation direction will dominate, for a fixed source location (assuming the source is
distant from the origin).
The windowed source currents may be recovered via an inverse Fourier transform
ko
gw (ρ, ρe ; ω) = 2
4π

Z

2π

dϕ ĝw (ϕ, ρe ; ω) exp[−jko ρcos(φ − ϕ)]

(8)

0

assuming that there are no evanescent fields in gw (ρ, ρe ; ω) and hence that ĝw (ϕ, ρe ; ω) exists in
the spectral domain on a circle of radius ko . The expression in (8) underscores that the spectral
form of the source excitation ĝw (ϕ, ρe ; ω) is only a function of the angle ϕ. Thus motivated, it
will prove convenient in Section III-D to constitute a discretized form of ĝw (ϕ, ρe ; ω), discretized
√
with respect to the angle ϕ ∈ [0, 2π]. Specifically, let ξρe represent an m dimensional complex
√
column vector, corresponding to ĝw (ϕ, ρe ; ω) uniformly sampled at m angular points ϕ. The
vector ξρe represents the weights of plane waves incident upon the target due to a source at ρe ,
√
at an m-dimensional set of discrete plane-wave propagation directions (angles). Recall that it
√
is assumed that m is an integer.
B. Radiation from induced source
Fields incident upon a scatterer induce currents on the target surface (and/or within the target),
and the scattered fields are radiated by this source, with radiation taking place in the presence of
the background medium. Therefore, to consider the scattering problem, we first address radiation
from a general source, radiating from within the vacuum pocket in Figure 3 (the target will reside
within this region). Specifically, assume that i(ρ0 , ω) represents a source at frequency ω, residing
within the pocket vacuum region, and therefore i(|ρ0 | ≥ ρt , ω) = 0. Let g(ρo , ρ0 ; ω) represent
the Green’s function for a line source located at ρ0 , for |ρ0 | ≤ ρt , and the associated fields are
observed at any point ρo . The fields at ρo due to the source i(ρ0 , ω), radiating in the presence
of the heterogeneities, may therefore be expressed as
Z
f (ρo , ω) =

2

dρ0 i(ρ0 , ω)g(ρo , ρ0 ; ω)
11

(9)

Because of the finite support of the current, we recall the window function w(ρ, ρt , ρh ) introduced
above, and window the Green’s function as gw (ρo , ρ0 ; ω) = g(ρo , ρ0 ; ω)w(ρ0 , ρt , ρh ). Using
Parseval’s theorem, (9) may be expressed as
ko
f (ρo , ω) = 2
4π

2π

Z

dϕî(ϕ, ω)ĝw (ρo , ϕ + π; ω)

(10)

0

where î(ϕ, ω) and ĝw (ρo , ϕ; ω) are spectral forms of the source current and windowed Green’s
function, respectively, defined similarly to (7), and in (10) it is assumed that the evanescent
components of the spectral currents do not contribute to the fields observed at position ρo .
C. Scattering from target embedded in heterogeneity
Let u(φi , ϕ, ω) represent the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the current induced on
the target at spectral angle ϕ, due to a unit-amplitude plane-wave incident in vacuum at angle
φi and frequency ω. If we ignore multiple interactions between the target and the background
heterogeneities in Figure 3 (this is termed the Born approximation [22], and it is often appropriate
for heterogeneities sufficiently distant from the target), then the Fourier transform of the induced
currents on the target, due to the excitation gw (ρ, ρe ; ω) discussed in Section III-A, may be
expressed as
Z
î(ϕ, ω) ≈

2π

dφi u(φi , ϕ, ω)ĝw (φi , ρe ; ω)

(11)

0

where we recall that ĝw (φi , ρe ; ω) represents the amplitude of plane-wave component propagating
at angle φi within the overall excitation field gw (ρ, ρe ; ω). In the subsequent analysis we assume
the approximation in (11) to be accurate (thereby assuming that the Born approximation is
accurate), with this issue revisited in Section III-F.
√
√
Let the m × m matrix U represent a sampled version of u(φi , φs , ω), with the columns
√
√
representing m samples with respect to φi ∈ [0, 2π], and the rows representing m samples
with respect to φs ∈ [0, 2π] (when “unwrapped” U represents the vector u). From (11) a
√
discretized form of the induced current (at m discrete ϕ = φs ) may be expressed as
î ≈ ∆φi ξρTe U

12

(12)

where now î is in the form of an

√

m-dimensional complex row vector, and ∆φi represents the

sample rate of the angle φi ∈ [0, 2π]. Equation (12) represents the induced target current in the
spectral domain as a weighted sum of spectral currents, with the weighting (complex vector) ξρe
√
defined by the amplitude of m plane waves propagating at discrete angles φi ∈ [0, 2π].
Using (10), the fields scattered from the target situated within the presence of the heterogeneity,
as observed at ρo , is given approximately as
v(ρo , ρe , ω) ≈

ko ∆φi ∆φs T
ξρe U ζρo
4π 2

(13)

where ζρo represents ξρo with a shift of the angle ϕ by π, commensurate with (10); v(ρo , ρe , ω)
is a complex number corresponding to a measurement for a source at ρe and observer at ρo . A
total of n such measurements (for n combinations of the pair (ρe , ρo )) yields an n-dimensional
complex CS vector v. The approximation in (13) is manifested by discretization with the angles
φi and φs , and it is exact in the limit ∆φi → 0 and ∆φs → 0.
D. Compressive sensing perspective
The matrix U defines the induced target spectral current u(φi , φs ) at

√

m×

√

m discrete sets

of angles (φi , φs ), and rather than viewing it as a matrix, it may be “unwrapped” to constitute an
m-dimensional column vector u. Further, the linear relationship between the (single) compressive
measurement v(ρo , ρe , ω) and u, as defined by (13), may be expressed in terms of the m × 1
dimensional vector σρo ,ρe , and therefore
vρo ,ρe = σρTo ,ρe u

(14)

with vρo ,ρe corresponding to the complex measured data.
Assume n such compressive-sensing measurements are performed, at n different pairs of
source-observation positions (ρo , ρe ), then the compressive-sensing measurements at frequency
ω may be expressed as

v = Σu

(15)

All discussions above have assumed operation at a single frequency ω. The discussion may
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be extended to multiple frequencies. Because of the assumed linear scattering, the different
frequencies may be characterized independently, and therefore the matrix Σ generalizes to a larger
matrix; this matrix is block diagonal with each block corresponding to a particular frequency and
of the form discussed above. In this context, we may similarly generalize the single-frequency
vectors v and u by concatenating such vectors associated with different frequencies.
The function u(φi , φs , ω) is generally a smooth function of variables (φi , φs , ω), which implies
that a discrete cosine transform (DCT) or wavelet (or other appropriate orthonormal) transform of
the discretized u(φi , φs , ω) should be sparse, implying that the associated transform coefficients
should have a large fraction of negligibly small coefficients.
Letting θ represent the vector of m transform coefficients, and letting Ψ represent the m × m
basis in which u is sparse, then u = Ψθ and

v = ΣΨθ = Φθ

(16)

E. Properties of the matrix Φ and choice of Ψ
We now carefully examine the properties of the rows of Σ in (16), these constituting the
projection vectors manifested by the two-way Green’s function projections. The projection
associated with source point ρe and observation point ρo may be represented via (13) as
√

√

m m
ko ∆ X X
u[(i∆ − φic ), (k∆ − φsc )]ĝ(ρo , (π + i∆ − φic ))ĝ(ρe , (k∆ − φsc )) (17)
v(ρo , ρe ) ≈
4π 2 i=1 k=1
2

where we assume that the sample rate in φi and φs is the same and set at ∆, and explicit
dependence on ω has been removed to simplify notation; φic and φsc represent centering offsets
(constants) to align the angle-dependent function in discretized form. Therefore, in the limit
∆ → 0 the inner product between two different rows of Σ may be expressed as

Z
< σρo1 ,ρe1 , σρo2 ,ρe2 >∝

2π

dφi ĝw (φi , ρe1 )ĝw∗ (φi , ρe2 )

0

The expressions

R 2π
0

Z

2π

dφs ĝw (φs , ρo1 )ĝw∗ (φs , ρo2 )

(18)

0

dφi ĝw (φi , ρe1 )ĝw∗ (φi , ρe2 ) and

R 2π
0

dφs ĝw (φs , ρo1 )ĝw∗ (φs , ρo2 ) correspond to

time-reversal operators [9]. Specifically, the former corresponds to a line-source excitation at
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ρe2 radiating in the presence of the medium; the fields inside the vacuum pocket (see Figure
5) are then complex conjugated (time-reversed, in the time domain) and then radiated into the
medium, with observation at the point ρe1 . A similar phenomenon is associated with the other
term in (18). To satisfy the requirement that the rows of Σ be orthogonal, we should place the
transmitted-receiver pairs (ρe , ρo ) such that when the sensor positions are changed (each pair
corresponding to one row in Σ), then the integrals in (18) should be relatively small (relative
to when (18) represents co-located sensors). As discussed in [6], the more complicated the
propagation medium, the more tightly can be the inter-sensor spacing, while still satisfying the
required near-orthogonality properties of the rows of Σ. This issue will be examined in detail
when presenting results in Section V.
The above discussion demonstrates that if the sensors are situated properly, the required
orthogonality (or near-orthogonality) properties of the CS projections is realized. Further, if the
sensor positions are selected randomly (within the constraint that they satisfy near-orthogonality),
the matrix Σ satisfies the desired properties (orthogonal rows) for construction of a CS matrix
Φ (as discussed in Section II-A). The second issue concerns the mutual coherence between Σ
and the basis Ψ in which u is sparse (or near-sparse) – this will dictate the number of different
sensor positions that must be considered to constitute v, via the mutual coherence in (4).
Referring to (4), we note that it is desirable to choose Ψ such that any row in Σ is “spread out”
in the orthonormal space defined by Ψ, thereby minimizing the mutual coherence between Σ and
Ψ. On the other hand, the Ψ must be selected such that u is highly compressible in this basis,
such that S is as small as possible, since the number of required projections is also proportional
to S. As discussed in [6], in most wave propagation problems the Green’s functions in (18) tend
to be spread out in a DCT basis, and therefore the DCT is a good choice for Ψ with the goal
of minimizing the mutual coherence. Moreover, we have found that scattering from most targets
yields an angle-dependent signal u that is highly compressible in a DCT basis. Therefore, in the
examples presented below we typically let Ψ correspond to the DCT basis.
F. Revisiting approximations
In Section III-A we commenced by stating the goal of recovering us (φi , φs , ρs , ω) for a large
range of (φi , φs , ρs , ω), where us (φi , φs , ρs , ω) represents the complex scattered field of a target
situated in vacuum, as viewed in the far-zone at (φs , ρs ), due to plane-wave excitation at angle φi
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and frequency ω. The compressive-sensing analysis above sought to recover u(φi , φs , ω), which
represents the Fourier transform of the associated induced currents, at spectral angle φs . The
desire for us (φi , φs , ρs , ω) motivated assuming the Born approximation in (11). However, if the
Born approximation is not valid, this does not undermine the overarching compressive-sensing
analysis. It simply implies that the associated scattered fields in (1) also include effects of the
induced current introduced by interaction with the heterogeneous background. Hence, rather than
recovering the induced current of the target due to scattering within a vacuum, the effects of the
heterogeneity are also included (although, as indicated, these are often weak).
IV. CS I NVERSION VIA S PARSE BAYESIAN R EGRESSION
There have been limited CS inversion studies based on complex data, and here we extend
the Bayesian CS algorithm discussed in [23] to that case. Moreover, we demonstrate how this
framework may be extended to the case of “multi-task” CS, in which data from multiple complex
CS measurements are inverted simultaneously, exploiting shared sparseness properties. We also
briefly discuss how this same algorithm may be extended to design a classifier based on Euclidian
distances, with this of interest in the context of the restricted isometry property. The CS inversion
algorithm and classifier are both based on a Bayesian form of the lasso algorithm [24], with
fast inference via variational Bayesian (VB) analysis [25]. This analysis is directly related to
the Bayesian lasso algorithm developed in [26], although in [26] a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) approach is applied, and here we utilize much faster VB inference. This model is
also related to the relevance vector machine (RVM) of Tipping [13]. We utilize lasso here
because it is most related to (2), but we observed virtually identical performance when the RVM
was employed for these tasks. A VB version of this model has been published elsewhere [27]
(although here we extend this to complex data), and therefore we only discuss the form of the
model, with the reader referred to [27] for inference implementation details.
A. Sparse Bayesian linear regression
Assume that the measured CS data are represented as

v = Φθ + s
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(19)

where θ is a sparse vector and s is a vector of small-amplitude components representative of
“noise” (actual physical noise or contributions from Φθ that are manifested when θ is converted
from almost-sparse to exactly sparse). Let complex number θi represent the ith component of
the complex vector θ. The hierarchical Bayesian model is expressed as

Re(vi ) ∼ N ([Re(Φθ)]i , α0−1 ),

i = 1, ..., n

Im(vi ) ∼ N ([Im(Φθ)]i , α0−1 ),

i = 1, ..., n

Re(θi ) ∼ N (0, αi−1 ),

i = 1, ..., m

Im(θi ) ∼ N (0, αi−1 ),

i = 1, ..., m

αi ∼ InvGamma(1, γi /2),
γi ∼ Gamma(a, b),

i = 1, ..., m

(20)

i = 1, ..., m

α0 ∼ Gamma(c, d)
where [v]i denotes the ith component in the vector v. To appreciate the motivation of this
model, we consider the probability distribution on Re(θi ) and Im(θi ) by marginalizing out the
αi , specifically
Z ∞
√
γ
√
N (θi |0, αi−1 )InvGamma(αi |1, γ/2)dαi
exp(− γ|θi |) =
2
0

(21)

with this result attributed [26] first to Andrews and Mallow [28]. Therefore, from (21) we note
that the components of θ are drawn from a Laplace prior, for which a maximum a posterior
(MAP) estimate corresponds to (2). In (20) the real and imaginary parts of θi are drawn
independently from (effectively) a Laplace prior; alternatively, one may draw the amplitude
from a single Laplace prior, and the phase from a uniform distribution. In the examples below
we set a = 0.1, b = 0.01var(v) and c = d = 10−4 , where var(v) represents the variance across
the component of the CS measurement vector v.
We see that (20) is a Bayesian form of the `1 -based inversion in (2). A hierarchical model of
the form in (20) is employed because each consecutive distribution in the hierarchy is conjugate,
and therefore MCMC [26] or VB [27] inference may be performed in which each iterative
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step is performed analytically. The aforementioned RVM formulation [13] is closely related
to (20), except the inverse-Gamma distribution is replaced by a sparseness promoting Gamma
distribution, and the marginal distribution in (21) becomes a Student-t distribution.
There have been several techniques developed in compressive-sensing theory [2], [29]–[33]
for inversion of θ based on the observed v, typically imposing an `1 regularization on θ. Most
of these seek a point estimate of θ based on (2). The advantage of the Bayesian approach, also
considered in [23] based on a Student-t formulation, is that in practice one may not know the
exact level of sparseness in the signal u, and therefore may not know the precise number of
required CS measurements n. The Bayesian formulation yields a full posterior estimate for θ,
and therefore quantifies a measure of confidence in the inversion; the posterior may also be used
to adaptively take more CS measurements to improve the estimate of θ [23].
B. Multi-task inference
The hierarchical model in (20) is applied to reconstruct the underlying signal u from one CS
measurement v. In many problems we may have access to M > 1 CS measurements {v (k) }k=1,M ,
and these measurements are statistically related. It is desirable to exploit the statistical interrelationships between these M CS measurements, to improve the quality of the associated CS
reconstructions. For example, the M measurements may correspond to scattering measurements
performed at M frequencies. A relatively direct extension of (20) for joint processing of M
statistically related CS measurements is represented as

(k)

i = 1, ..., nk ,

k = 1, ..., M

(k)

i = 1, ..., nk ,

k = 1, ..., M

−1
Re(vi ) ∼ N ([Re(Φ(k) θ(k) )]i , α0k
),
−1
Im(vi ) ∼ N ([Im(Φ(k) θ(k) )]i , α0k
),
(k)

i = 1, ..., m,

k = 1, ..., M

(k)

i = 1, ..., m,

k = 1, ..., M

Re(θi ) ∼ N (0, αi−1 ),
Im(θi ) ∼ N (0, αi−1 ),

αi ∼ InvGamma(1, γi /2),

i = 1, ..., m

γi ∼ Gamma(a, b),

i = 1, ..., m

α0k ∼ Gamma(c, d),

k = 1, ..., M
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(22)

The vector θ(k) represents the sparse basis-function coefficients for the kth data set (“task”), and
Φ(k) represents the corresponding CS matrix (this matrix need not be the same for all tasks,
and the number of CS measurements per task nk also need not be the same for all k). The
key assumption in the multi-task CS reconstruction in (22) is that the M tasks share many of
the same sparse (near-zero) coefficients, because the coefficient-dependent precision αi is shared
across the M inversion tasks. Related joint processing of multiple CS measurements has been
considered previously by other investigators, albeit for real CS measurements (see [34] and [35]).
The “multi-task” CS inversion algorithm in (22) has the advantage of sharing data across M
tasks to jointly infer the sparseness properties of the transform coefficients. In the examples
considered below the M tasks will correspond to in situ scattering measurements performed on
the same target, but at M distinct frequencies. Details on how inference is performed based on
models of the form in (20) and (22) are discussed in [27].
C. Sparse Bayesian kernel-based classifier
Assume access to data of the form {ui , li }i=1,M , where li ∈ {0, 1} and the ui represent the
underlying compressible signal of interest. The li is the “label” associated with ui , where here
we assume binary labels, but the following discussion may be readily generalized to moregeneral situations. We wish to learn a classifier based on the data {ui , li }i=1,M , such that a new
sample uM +1 may be properly labeled. Rather than explicitly (deterministically) performing the
assignment uM +1 → lM +1 , we wish to infer a probabilistic mapping, represented by p(lM +1 =
1|uM +1 , W) = 1 − p(lM +1 = 0|uM +1 , W), where W represents a vector of parameters learned
based on the “training” data {ui , li }i=1,M . We introduce the function [13]

y(u; W) =

M
X

wi K(u, ui ) + w0

(23)

i=1

where W = {wi }i=0,M are real weights, and K(u, ui ) represents a general kernel function.
Motivated by the RIP discussed in Section II-B, we employ the widely utilized radial-basisfunction kernel

K(u, ui ) = exp{
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−ku − ui k22
}
2σ 2

(24)

Note that when u = ui the kernel yields unit value, and the value of the kernel diminishes as
the Euclidian distance between these two increases. Note that we have M + 1 parameters in
(23), and we only have M exemplars in {ui , li }i=1,M , and therefore this is an under-determined
problem. However, it is desirable to impose simplicity on the model (23) [13], and therefore
we impose the belief that most parameters wi should vanish, and therefore only a small subset
of the weights are non-zero, these identifying the most relevant exemplars from {ui , li }i=1,M (if
a particular weight wi = 0, then the associated ui is not used in the classifier). We observe,
therefore, that a sparse Bayesian classifier may be implemented using software only slightly
modified from that used to perform CS inversion (for the former the sparseness is now placed
on the weights wi in the classifier).
D. Importance of the RIP
The selection of the radial-basis function kernel and its connection to the RIP should be clear:
based on (5), when the properties of Φ are appropriate for CS inversion, one has ku − ui k22 ≈
kΦ(θ−θ(i) )k22 = kv−vi k22 , assuming u = Ψθ and ui = Ψθ(i) and that the difference u−ui satisfies
the same sparseness properties as u and ui alone. This suggests the idea of developing a kernelbased classifier of the form discussed above based directly on the compressive measurements.
There are numerous attractive features of this approach: (i) the relatively expensive classifier
design is performed “off-line”, and on-line implementation is very fast, as compared with the
computational cost of CS inversion (Section IV-A) which is required anew with every CS
measurement; (ii) one doesn’t require access to Φ as needed for CS inversion, which implies
that the in situ CS Green’s functions characteristic of the projection matrix Σ are not required;
and (iii) the classifier is in a sense “universal”, in that it is applicable to compression achieved
in any basis Ψ, as long as desirable mutual-coherence properties are realized between Σ and Ψ.
Detailed classifier design and implementation will be the subject of a future paper. However,
the utility of such an approach as applied to in situ CS is predicated on the accuracy of RIP for
target scattering in complex media; this issue is examined in detail in Section V.
V. E XAMPLES
We consider several numerical experiments to demonstrate the concepts introduced above.
Specifically, a two-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [36] electromagnetic solver
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is employed to consider scattering from targets embedded in the presence of a multi-pathing
environment. The first set of results investigate CS reconstruction based on scattering data
measured in a relatively complex environment, with inversion performed using the algorithms
in (20) and (22). These CS inversions are based upon v = vt − va , where vt is the scattering
data with the target present, and va corresponds to scattering from the same media when the
target is absent (such a measurement would only have to be performed once for all targets). We
also consider using CS for randomly sampling incidence and scattering angles for free-space
computations or measurements. While the inversion results are encouraging, they require an
accurate characterization of the spectral Green’s function, which may be difficult to achieve in
some applications. We therefore next consider the restricted isometry property (RIP), examining
its accuracy for the class of scattering problems considered here.
A. CS inversion of scattering properties
To constitute an environment that introduces multi-path, while also retaining the relative
simplicity of interest for accurate Green’s-function estimation, we consider the left geometry
in Figure 6. A set of 16 compactly situated transmitter/receiver antennas are considered, with
the distance between adjacent antennas set at 10 cm; the distance from the center of these 16
antennas to the target center is 100 cm. A particular scattering measurement corresponds to one
transmitter antenna and one receiver antenna, each selected from among the 16 antennas. The
inter-element spacing between the 16 antennas is selected such that for two pairs of transmitter
and receiver antennas (ρe1 , ρo1 ) and (ρe2 , ρo2 ), if ρe1 6= ρe2 or ρo1 6= ρo2 the inner product in
(18) is near zero. This assures that the in situ CS projections manifested via the multi-pathing
environment are nearly orthogonal, as required by the theory in [11]. We note that the multipathing environment yields a relatively compact array of sensors, in that the multi-path yields
inner products as in (18) that vanish even when the sensors are proximate. By contrast, when
the target is situated in free space, the requirement that (18) be near zero necessitates that the
transmitter and receiver antennas be placed along the circumference of a circle (right in Figure
6).
The projection in (14) corresponds to the two-way spectral Green’s function, projected onto
the spectral-domain representation of the Fourier transform of the current induced on the target
(the latter is the signal of interest u in the CS measurements). Each such projection corresponds
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Fig. 6. Geometries considered for CS inversion of the multi-static scattered fields from a target. On the left the targeted is
placed in the presence of surrounding perfectly conducting cylinders (to constitute multi-path). On the right the target is placed
in free space. The antennas radiate isotropically in two dimensions, and PEC denotes a perfect electric conductor; here PEC
rods are used to manifest multi-angle multi-path propagation and scattering.

to a row in the matrix Σ in (14). For the free-space case (right in Figure 6) the Green’s function
is known analytically [7], while for the geometry at left in Figure 6 the spectral-domain Green’s
function must be estimated. The Green’s function estimation is performed as follows. Recall
from (8) that the spectral Green’s function resides on a circle of radius ko = ω/c, where ω is
the angular frequency and c the speed of light in vacuum. This complex φ-dependent spectral
Green’s function is discretized into Nb = 128 bins over φ ∈ [0, π]. With this discretized form of
the spectral Green’s function, the intergral in (8) becomes a sum. For a given source position
ρe we compute the radiated fields at Nb points (each separated by at least a half wavelength)
around where the target will be situated, and this results in a linear equation with which the
spectral Green’s function is estimated. This is performed for all 16 source positions to the left
of Figure 6.
In the first set of examples the target corresponds to a square cylinder, of 3cm × 3cm crosssection. The frequencies range from 2.5 to 10 GHz. Using the spectral Green’s function we
possess the projection matrix Σ, from which we may compute the mutual coherence [11].
In Figure 7 we present the mutual coherence for the free-space Green’s function and for the
geometry to the left of Figure 6, considering basis Ψ defined by the discrete cosine transform
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Fig. 7. Mutual coherence computed based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and based upon the Daubechies-4 wavelets
(DB4).

and the Daubechies-4 [37] wavelets. It is observed that the DCT is well matched to the freespace Green’s function (recall that a smaller mutual coherence implies fewer required CS
measurements), while the DCT and Daubechies-4 are similar for the more complex media (left
in Figure 6). Based on these computations, all results presented below assume Ψ is defined by
the DCT.
The in situ CS results using the geometry to the left in Figure 6 are based on n = 128
measurements, in which the transmitter and receiver antennas are randomly selected from the
set of 16 antennas. Example results for 7.5 GHz are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for the real and
imaginary parts of the scattered fields, respectively.
The in situ CS results using the geometry to the right in Figure 6 are based on n = 90
measurements (a smaller number of CS measurements, because the mutual coherence for the
structure at right in Figure 6 is smaller than that of the associated structure at left); the transmitter
and receiver antennas are randomly positioned around the semi-circle. Example results for 10
GHz are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for the real and imaginary parts of the scattered fields,
respectively. Inversion results for the geometry to the left in Figure 6 are run to an upper frequency
of 7.5 GHz, while the free-space results to the right in Figure 6 are run to a maximum frequency
of 10 GHz. This is because numerical dispersion associated with the FDTD [36] increases with
multi-path, and the multi-path associated with the geometry to the left in Figure 6 manifests too
much numerical dispersion for the Green’s function estimation to be trusted over 7.5 GHz (for
the spatial sample rate employed here within the FDTD).
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Fig. 8. Compressive-sensing inversion for the geometry to the left in Figure 6, based on n = 128 in situ CS measurements.
Results are for the real part of the multi-static scattered fields at 7.5 GHz. The axes represent incident (vertical axis) and
scattering (horizontal axis) angles, from 0 to 180 degrees (0o and 180o correspond to the most oblique incidence or scattering
angles on the target). Left: scattered field for the target in free space, by direct computation. Center: CS inversion based upon
multi-task inversion using data from 32 frequencies uniformly sampled from 2.5-7.5 GHz. Right: CS inversion based only on
the data at 7.5 GHz.

Fig. 9. Compressive-sensing inversion for the geometry to the left in Figure 6, based on n = 128 in situ CS measurements.
Results are for the imaginary part of the multi-static scattered fields at 7.5 GHz. The axes represent incident (vertical axis) and
scattering (horizontal axis) angles, from 0 to 180 degrees (0o and 180o correspond to the most oblique incidence or scattering
angles on the target). Left: scattered field for the target in free space, by direct computation. Center: CS inversion based upon
multi-task inversion using data from 50 frequencies uniformly sampled from 2.5-7.5 GHz. Right: CS inversion based only on
the data at 7.5 GHz.

To provide quantitative comparisons of the various techniques used to analyze the in situ CS
p
measurements, in Figures 12 and 13 we summarize the relative error ||u − ũ||22 /||u||22 , where
u is the reference multi-static scattered field and ũ represents the results of CS reconstruction
(the reference signal u, or “truth”, is computed using FDTD via direct free-space calculations
at all angles, since an analytic solution is not known for this target). From these results we
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Fig. 10. Compressive-sensing inversion for the geometry to the right in Figure 6, based on n = 90 in situ CS measurements.
Results are for the real part of the multi-static scattered fields at 10 GHz. The axes represent incident (vertical axis) and scattering
(horizontal axis) angles, from 0 to 180 degrees (0o and 180o correspond to the most oblique incidence or scattering angles
on the target). The “truth” corresponds to fields scattered from the target based on uniformly sampled (in angle) free-space
calculations, the ST-CS results are based on CS reconstruction using data only from 10 GHz (randomly sampled incidence and
scattering angle), the MT-CS inversion is based upon multi-task inversion using data from 50 frequencies uniformly sampled
from 2.5-10 GHz, and Right: the linear interpolation results are based on linear interpolation applied to the randomly sampled
CS data.

note that the errors generally tend to increase on average with increasing frequency. This
is because as the frequency increases, the wavelength is smaller with respect to the target
dimensions, and the scattered fields are more complex function of angle. Therefore, u is less
sparse as the frequency increases (recall that the number of required CS measurements for perfect
reconstruction – assuming perfect sparseness – increases linearly with the number of non-zero
coefficients [11]). We note that the performance of the multi-task CS inversion (processing
all frequencies simultaneously) is generally better than processing the data independently one
frequency at a time (single-task CS). In addition, we note from Figure 13 that the CS inversion
of the randomly sampled free-space scattering data yields results that are significantly better than
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Fig. 11. Compressive-sensing inversion for the geometry to the right in Figure 6, based on n = 90 in situ CS measurements.
Results are for the imaginary part of the multi-static scattered fields at 10 GHz. The axes represent incident (vertical axis) and
scattering (horizontal axis) angles, from 0 to 180 degrees (0o and 180o correspond to the most oblique incidence or scattering
angles on the target). The “truth” corresponds to fields scattered from the target based on uniformly sampled (in angle) free-space
calculations; the ST-CS results are based on CS reconstruction using data only from 10 GHz (randomly sampled incidence and
scattering angle); the MT-CS inversion is based upon multi-task inversion using data from 50 frequencies uniformly sampled
from 2.5-10 GHz; and the linear interpolation results are based on linear interpolation applied to the randomly sampled CS data.

linear interpolation, particularly at higher frequencies, where the multi-static scattered fields have
a more-complicated structure. In Figure 12 most of the error, when it occurs, is associated with
the most oblique incidence and scattering angles (if we restrict the angles 15o ≤ φi , φs ≤ 165o
the MT-CS error at 7.5 GHz is 22%); this is expected based on the geometry at the left in
Figure 6, since those angles are only sampled via relatively weak multi-path. The geometry of
the scatters surrounding the target may be modified to enhance the strength of such multi-path,
to improve reconstruction performance at oblique angles.
The results in Figures 13, which correspond to randomly sampled (in angle) free-space multistatic scattering, may have important practical utility. There are many applications for which one
is interested in performing wideband characterization of the free-space scattered fields from a
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Fig. 12. Average relative error and standard deviation of the in situ CS reconstructions for the case to the left in Figure 6.
Single task (ST) corresponds to processing the data at a given frequency independently, while multi task (MT) corresponds to
errors at a given frequency based on processing the data from all frequencies jointly (32 frequencies from 2.5-7.5 GHz). The
in situ CS measurements are performed by randomly selecting transmitter and receiver antennas from the left in Figure 6, and
the error bars here reflect the variability in the reconstruction error across 500 different random selections of n = 128 CS
measurements.

target, either experimentally in an anechoic chamber or numerically on the computer. The multitask CS inversion results in Figures 13 demonstrate that the number of data samples needed for
reconstruction of the signal may be reduced significantly via random sampling and joint (multitask) CS inversion of the multi-frequency data (e.g., as compared with linear interpolation). The
results for the structure to the left in Figure 6, presented in Figures 12 are also of practical
utility, since they indicate that the sensors may be more compactly arranged if one exploits the
multi-path in the environment; this suggests rather than trying to design an anechoic chamber
that attempts to minimize multi-path, one may build a measurement system that exploits multipath. A practical limitation of this procedure is the requirement for accurate characterization
of the Green’s function. In the numeric experiments considered here it was found that the CS
inversions were accurate up to approximately 40 dB SNR complex Gaussian noise added to
the measured CS data v. The difficulty of achieving this level of accuracy in representing the
non-free-space Green’s function motivates utilization of the restricted isometry property (RIP).
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Fig. 13. Average relative error and standard deviation of the in situ CS reconstructions for the case to the right in Figure
6. Single task (ST) corresponds to processing the data at a given frequency independently, while multi task (MT) corresponds
to errors at a given frequency based on processing the data from all frequencies jointly (50 frequencies from 2.5-10 GHz).
Results of linear interpolation are also shown. The in situ CS measurements are performed by randomly selecting transmitter
and receiver antennas from the right in Figure 6, and the error bars here reflect the variability in the reconstruction error across
100 different random selections of n = 90 CS measurements.

B. Restricted isometry property
We now consider a very complicated propagation medium, to demonstrate the utility of the
RIP (we will not estimate the Green’s function for this case). Specifically, we consider the same
16-element antenna geometry, but now the multi-pathing environment is manifested by a large
number of lossless dielectric cylinders with dielectric constant r = 2 (see Figure 14).
We consider n = 128 in situ CS measurements by randomly selecting transmitter and receiver antennas from among the 16 antennas. There are 256 possible two-way Green’s function
projections that may be manifested via the 16 antennas, any two combinations of which are
nearly orthogonal via (18); here each in situ CS measurement v is a random selection of these
projections. Each random selection of projections constitutes a new CS matrix Φ. Using the
RIP, we expect that for an angle-dependent multi-static signature with transform coefficients θ
(u = Ψθ), we have < u, u >=< θ, θ >≈< Φθ, Φθ >. This should be true independent of the
particular target considered, and therefore independent of u, as long as u is highly compressible
in the basis Ψ. We consider the same target as examined in the above scattering examples.
As discussed when considering the CS inversion results above, one CS measurement is realized
by a particular selection of transmitter and receiver antennas, and a set of such measurements,
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Fig. 14. Two-dimensional geometry considered for analysis of the restricted isometry property (RIP). The 16 antennas are
arranged as in Figure 6, and the intervening multi-pathing environment is composed of a randomly constituted set of lossless
dielectric rods, with dielectric constant r = 2.

Fig. 15.

Investigation of RIP for the geometry in Figure 14, for operation at 10 GHz.

represented by the vector v, is constituted by randomly selecting n pairs of transmitter and
receiver antennas. In Figure 15 we plot the average and standard deviation of < v, v > for the
geometry and target in Figure 14, for 10 GHz operation. These results are shown as a function
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of n, the number of CS measurements. Note that the CS measurements (transmitter and receiver
antennas) are selected randomly, which is why we plot the average and standard deviation (across
different random selections of v). Also shown is < θ, θ >, computed based on multi-static freespace scattering from this target at 10 GHz. It is felt that the agreement between < v, v > and
< θ, θ > is a striking demonstration of RIP, with specific application to in situ CS. In addition to
showing the accuracy of RIP, these results also indicate that (at least for this example) multiple
interaction between the target and surrounding medium is small, since the < θ, θ > with which
< v, v > is compared is based upon multi-static scattering from the target in free space. The
mean value of < v, v > is near < θ, θ > even for a relatively small number of measurements,
and we observe that the variance gets tighter as the number of measurements increases. This
suggests that a classifier of the type discussed in Section IV-C, designed using inner products
in the space of v, will be analogous to those performed in the space of u, despite the fact that
the Green’s function is not known. Exploitation of this phenomenon will constitute an important
component of future research (related ideas have been discussed in [14]).
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The in situ CS framework first developed in [6] for radiation problems has been extended
here to multi-static scattering. In this problem the underlying signal of interest u corresponds to
the multi-static induced spectral current on the target of interest, which is easily related to the
far-zone scattered fields of the target situated in free space. In the examples considered here,
based upon highly accurate and rigorous FDTD scattering simulations, we demonstrated that if
the spectral two-way Green’s function is estimated accurately, then accurate CS inversion for
u may be achieved. We also introduced a new “multi-task” CS inversion algorithm, in which
multiple frequency-dependent in situ CS scattering data are inverted simultaneously, exploiting
shared sparseness properties (shared in a statistical sense). It was demonstrated that the multitask algorithm yielded CS inversions, based on complex data, that were more accurate than
processing each task (frequency) separately.
For the case in which the target is situated in free space, the in situ CS measurements
correspond to sampling the multi-static scattered fields at a randomly selected set of incidence
and scattering angles. For this problem the two-way Green’s function is known analytically. For
the free-space case the results presented here demonstrate that CS inversion may be employed
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to significantly reduce the number of samples required to estimate u at all angles, relative
to conventional uniform angular sampling. For example, it was demonstrated that the multifrequency complex CS inversions were significantly more accurate than linear interpolation based
on the same randomly sampled angles, particularly at high frequencies for which the scattered
signature is a relatively complicated function of angle. For this problem, the CS inversion of the
randomly selected angles may be viewed as linear regression of the observed data, employing
a sparseness prior on the basis-function coefficients; since the free-space Green’s function is
known analytically, so is the regression basis. Applications of this include random sampling of
incidence and scattering angles in an anechoic chamber (as compared to the conventional and
laborious process of uniform sampling), as well as random sampling of the scattered fields from
an airborne target (e.g., based upon a relatively sparse array of ground or airborne sensors).
While CS inversion may be readily achieved in the free-space case, because the Green’s
function is analytic, for the case of general complex propagation medium the Green’s function
is often unlikely to be known. However, for such sensing problems one is often not explicitly
interested in the underlying signal u, but rather is interested in making inferences based on u
(e.g., detection or classification). For algorithms in which such inference is based on Euclidean
distances in the space of u, the restricted isometry property (RIP) associated with CS is of
significant importance. Specifically, RIP implies that < v, v >≈< u, u >, assuming that v
satisfies the properties of a CS measurement. This property therefore implies that one may
build a classifier or detector based on Euclidean distances of the in situ CS measurements
v, and performance should be comparable to that based on u, without the need to know the
underlying projections defined by the two-way Green’s function. We briefly discussed one such
detector/classifier, based on a radial-basis-function kernel.
As was demonstrated in the examples considered here, a compactly situated set of sensors
used to define the in situ CS measurements v contain information about u over a relatively large
range of incidence and scattering angles, through exploitation of the scattering properties of the
complex surrounding environment. Therefore, in addition to being able to design detectors and
classifiers directly based on v, without explicit knowledge of the underlying Green’s function,
the complexity of this unknown Green’s function will enhance the implied information exploited
about u. By contrast, for free-space measurements one must observe the target at a relatively
large number of distinct angles, to recover the same information. For practical sensing problems
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this suggests that one may potentially yield improved detection and classification performance
based on v by exploiting complicated multi-path, as compared with performing the same number
of measurements in free space. These issues will be investigated further in future studies.
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